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Abatnct. ‘Ihe weak snd strong &-weights of a combinarorial gcomctry WC defined and reInlion- 
Sips between these cOnslants and other properlies of gcomctries arc obtarncd. In particular. it 






Similar results are obtained for the conneclrviry of a gcomctry. and a separate discussion is 
&en of the cohesion and conmctivity of lincrr graphs. 
1. Introduction 
This work arose while investigating a conjectured formula of Baker 
and Essam [I I which was that (in the notation of I41 ) for any graph G‘ 
(1.1) =f=c k (CM0 = -- b(G) * 
where b(G) is the number of blocks of G. It is soon became clear that 
the proof of ( I. i) could be extended to prove other relationships for 
graphs, and, indeed, that with minor modifications it could also give 
useful results in the realm of combinatorial geometries. As the Iattcr 
results are necessarily more general than those for graphs, they arc pre- 
sented first, in Scctioris 4-6 and the corresponding results for graphs 
are stated in Section 7. The reader interested only in the results as they 
apply to graphs will find them summarised rn that section, but he should 
first read the brief suntey in Section 2 of the notation and definitions 
rti S. Car&, l%e pmof of a conjecture by Baker and Essam 
used. These definitions for graphs are extended to geometries in Sec- 
t&m 2 in such a way that a geometry has a given property if and only 
if tha: corresponding graph (if there is one) has that property. A good 
pnsontation of combinatorial geometries together with much of the 
notation and terminology used here may be found in [3]. Section 3 
deals with the proof of a simple property ofsets which will be used 
throughout the rest of the paper. 
The reader is assumed to be conversant with the following: 
!i) Basic definitions of geometries together with the concepts of 
ctoaur~, rank, etc., and their simple properties, such as 
for any geometry G(S) and any A C_ S. 
(ii) Graph theory, in particular the definitions of [4, Sections 1, 3 
and 51. 
(iii) Graphic geometries. For any connected graph F with no multi- 
edges, having rank r and e edges, there is a correspouding raphic geo- 
metry G!S) with rank I- and e points such that each connected subgraph 
f’ of F :~as a corresponding raphic subgeometry of G(S) which has the 
same rank, and number of points equal to the number of edges of F’. 
2. Graph theory definitions and extensions to geometries 
We first i~cview some definitions in graph theory and then give their 
meralisations to geometries. All the graph theory definitions follow 
exactly those of 141; the term n-dissectability does not appear in that 
paper although the property itself is defined. We note in passing that 
since the definition of connectivity for graphs in [4] differs slightly 
from that of Tutte, our definition of connectivity for geometries is not 
equivalent o that given in [ 61. The particularly simple form of the re- 
sults is probably due to adopting these definitions, rather than Tutte’s. 
An orticuhtion set of order n is the subset of n vertices of a con- 
nected graph, the deletion of which produces a graph which is no longer 
connected. An n-irreducible graph is a connected graph which has no 
articulation set of order n; a graph which is not n-irreducible is called 
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n-r Tducible. An isolation set of order n is a subset of n vertices of a con- 
nected daph, the deletion of which leaves a single isolated vertex. The 
connecfivity w(c) of a connected graph C is the order of the smaller t 
articulation or isolation ;;et of C. A graph C is h-connected if and only 
if 1 5 h 5 o(C). A graph with connectivity o is necessarily n-irreducible 
for 1 ln<o-1. 
A cut set of edges is a set of edges of a connected graph the deletion 
of which produces a disconnected graph. An edge which is a cut edge 
(i.e., comprises a cut set of edges of order one) is an isthmus. The cohe- 
sion number x(C) of a connected graph C is the order of the smallest cut 
set of edges of C. A connected graph is h-coherenf if and only if 
1 <_ h <_ x(C). We will here use the term n-dissecfable for i: graph which 
has a cut set of edges of order n. A graph which has no such cut set of 
edges will be calle:i n-undissectable. 
We must now extend these definitions to geometries. We observe 
that a connected graph G is l-reducible if and only if the set of edges 
of the graph can be partitioned into El, E2, with El and E, both non- 
empty, such that 
r(El ) + W2? = r(C), 
where r(El ) is the rank of the subgraph of G defined by the edges of 
E, and the vertices of G incident with them. Thus we define a geometry 
G(S) to be l-reducible if and only if there is a subset A of S such that 
A and SU are nonempty and 
(2.1) r(A)+r(S\A)=r(S). 
G(S) is l-irreducible if there is no such subset A of S such that (2.1) 
holds. (This definition of a 1 -irreducible geometry coincides with the 
concept of a prime matroic; used by Crap0 [ 21.) 
However, to proceed further we really need to define ‘vertices’ of a 
geometry. For a graphic geometry [ 31 this is trivial and is described irt 
Section 5 [ 5 I . Thus we define a graphic geometry to be n-irreducible 
tvhen any geometry obtained by deleting n- 1 vertices is l-irreducible. 
By the very nature of our definition of vertices, we have ensured that 
this definition of irreducibility for geometries coincides with that for 
graphs. 
The connectivity U(S) of : graphic geometry C(s) will be defined as 
(2.2) mx (r(S); ~;mallcsr it such that G(S) IS n-re&rcib!ej. 
Given any graph with cdp set E. \be can find a p;lrtiticin of & into 
E, , . . . . E, such that the subgraph d&ii by each Et is l-irreducibk 
and Xir(Ej) = r(E). Tire SU~~~@S Cfir.cd by the Et 8m pRCk!y the 
Ikcks of the pqh G. Analogotsly, &en any geometry G(SX we parti- 
tinnSintoAI..... A, such that tbu scbgeomctrics .4, are I-keduciBlc 
prid Z,r(A,) i r(S:. A* * .,., A, till lx c*i the bhxb of f&n* (Thh 
corresponds to Crupo’s definition of the f&tom af d matreid [ 1 I .I 
Another wily of expresi~~ the definition \\f an #&undkctaNe graph 
is that when any n edges of the gruph are deleted, the rank of the graph 
remains unchanged. Thus the corresponding definitiat: for w-SW&k% 
will be: A geometry G(S) is ~~~&~~,~terh:‘s if !Q > it .& 
(2.3) r(S) = r(sl) 
for any su~metry A. where LA! = n. A pc :nt sf a gmmetry W&h 
when deleted changes the rank k an Bthncg 3%:~ every mvy w!kh 
is Idissectoble has at least one Xhmrm The minimum v&e of w f&r 
which G(S) is a-disectabk will be the c&T.M~~ of the m-try. The 
we& k-we@t of a gqh b detined by 
rr?d if@(S) ix used, and also, to maintain a barallel with the graph theory 
de%ition used (4 j It follows from (2.6) and the fact P(Sl = 0 (see [ 21) 
if CT(S) is I-reducible that k(S) has the same property. 
We can invert (2.5) to obtain 
(2.7) r(S) = .- g&s k(A) * 
3. A simple s&thewetic result 
T?lc result of this section is almost trivially obtained, but since it 
will be need throughout the following sections, it will be derivc:d in 
&ail. 
IRt H ile a clam oi sets, and let X and Y be rcai valued functions cle- 
tkrd for any sef y such that if SE H, then 
!?.I) @<& s XV) = Y(S). 
_ z 
C 
)\-, s ‘a S\P 
X(s’) = Y(s\e) . 
whl?ie z;,,r.ri Jenootes a sum over all sutsels S’ nf S which contain 
Q. We nc~w- ~,mr (3.3) over 311 c E S: 
v&d :S+~E 14 for all C” G S. Now consider C,, X&s.~s Y(9). There 
Ic.i)t k ms u.uirg from prcly noncmpty subset of S since each con- 
Iti S. Cordy. 7%e proof of a conjecture by Baker and Etsem 
tains at least one element e. A subset S’ of S with n elements el , . . . . eh 
wi)l He a contribution X(5”), n times - once each fore = el, e = e2, . . . 
e*e,.Thus 
Therefore, (3.4) gives 
(3.5) C 
g(‘s’c_s 
IS7 /US’) = ISI Y(s)-egs Y(S\e), 
provided 3Ie E H for all e E S. The reader should verify that if in equl- 
tion (3. I ) the summation had been over all noncmpty subsets of S, the 
result (3.5) would be unchanged. We note that in particular the set S 
could be the set of points of a geometry, the set of vertices of a graph, 
or the set of edges of a graph. 
4. Geometries: The weak R-weight and the cohesion 
Lemma 4.1. if C CT) is a I-undissectuble geometry, then 
(4.1) c IAlk(A)=O. 
OZ.4 5s 
Proof. The result is trivially true when S = 8, so we will assume S # 8. 
We note that (2.7) is true for any geometry G(S). Thus we can use the 
result (3.9, where H is the set of all geometries, X(S) = k(S) and 
OS) = -r(S), obtaining 
(4.2) J& IAIk(A)=-ISI r(S)+ C r(SV) 
P- 
for any geometry G(S), S # 8. Now, if C(S) is l-undissectable, (2.3) 
gives 
(4.3) r(S)=r(*) foranypES. 
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Corollary 4.1.1. For any geometry G(s), 
(4.4) gc& Ml W) = --I(G) 7 
the number of isthmuses of G. 
Roof. If G(S) has I(G) isthmuses, then G(S) is ldissectable and there 
are clearly I(G) points p for which (4.3) fails. 
Now we know that for any subset A of A’, , 
r(A) + r(SW) 2 W); 
in particular, 
i.e., 
r(S\p) 2 r(S)- 1. 
Also we have that 
r(SU) 5 r(S) for any .? 5 S, 
so 
If (4.3) fails, we must have r(S\p) = r(S)- 1. Thus (4.2) gives 
c 
@SASS 
I/II k(A) = --IS1 ~(S;.~[~SI-Z(G)I~(S)+Z(G)[~(S~- li =--I((;). 
m 4.2 ff G(S) b l-undissectable for I <l< R. then 
Roof. The lemma is trivially true when S = 0, so we assume S # $9. We 
use induction and assume that (4.5) is true for n = m Z I. Thus 
if G is I-undissectable for 1 5 I< m. Now let 
for any geometry G(S). Suppose G(S) is I-undissectable for 1 I I 5 m+ 1; 
then we can use (3.5) with X(S) = k(S) ISI”‘, Y(S) = B,,, (S) to obtain 
(4.8) gcpcs k(A) IAl’“+’ 
- _ 
= ISI B, VI - ,5;, B, WP) 
for any geometry G(S), S# 0. Since G(S) is I-undissectable for 
1 < i <_ m + I, (4.6) implies B,(S) = 0. 
Let 1 <, I< m. By definition (2.3), r(S) =r(S\A) for any A C S such 
that IA I := I+ I. Consider the geometry G(fip). Any stibset B of s\p with 
IBl z- I will correspond to a subset A = B U p of S with IA I = I+ 1. There- 
fore 
also 
r(S) = r(S\(Bup)) = r((S!p)\B); 
r(S) = r(S\p) 
since G(S) is l-undissectable. Thus 
for any subset E of S,p such that IBI = 1. Hence G(Slp) is I-undissectable 
for 1 5 II m. Thus (4.6) gives B, (s\p) = 0. Therefore, 
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and hence the lemma is true fcr n = M + 1. Lemma 4.1 shows thrrl 
(4.5) is true for n = 1, and this completes the induction. 
Corollary 4.2.1. If G(S) Is l-undissectable ,for I < I < n, ~herr 
(4.9) c k(A)lAI’=O for1 <r<n. 
EASS 
Lemma 4.3. If G(S) is l-undissectable for 1 5 I C n and is n-rllqsectable. 
then 
(4.10) c k(A) MI” 
> 0 if n is even, 
QCASS < 0 if n B odd, 
Roof. Assume that (4.10) is true for a particular n >_ 1. We will assume 
that n is even; the case n odd follows in exactly the same manner with 
all inequalities reversed. 
Consider a geometry G(S) which is I-undissectable for 15 I < (n + I ) 
and is (n + I)-dissectable. Using (3.9, we obtain 
where B,(S) is defined by eq. (4-7). G(S) is f-undissectable for 1 5 I < n, 
so we can apply Lemma 4.2 to give 
(4.12) B, (23) = 0. 
G(S) is I-undissectable for 1 5 2 <_ n implies GW \p) is I-undissectable for 
1 5 15 (n- 1) (cf. the proof of Lemma 4.2). However, G(S\p) may or 
may not be n-undissectable depending on p. 
Let G(s\p) be n-dissectable for p = pl , p2, . . . . pi, say, and n-undik 
sectableforp=pi,l,pi+2.. ., P,~ ) say, where m = ISI. Note that G(s\p) 
must be n-dissectable for some p since G(S) is (n+ I)-dissectable; hence 
jz 0. 
For the geometries G(m) with p = pl, . . . . pi, the conditions hold for 
(4.10) to apply; thus 
(4.13 c B,(s\p)>O. 
P*P,~....PI 
Far the gunw@ies G(S\p) with p = +I, . . ‘n the Lxrditions hold for 
lemma 4.2 to apply, so that 
Hence (4.1 I), (4.12) and (4.15) give 
c 
#c_Ac_S 
k(A) (AIn+* <0 
and hence (4.10) is true for n + 1. 




k(A) IAI = -I(Gj < 0. 
Thus (4.10) is true when n = 1 and hence is true for all n >_ 1. 
Corollary 4.3.1. If G(S) h l-undissectable for I<_ I< n and n-dissectable. 
then 
(4.14) c OEAGS 
It should be apparent from the definition that the cohesion of C(S) 
is n if and only if G(S) is I-undissectable for 11 I < n and n-dissectable; so 
Corollary 4.3.1 can be restated as 
llreorem 4.4. G(S) has cohesion n if and only if . 
(4.17) 
‘=O for 1 <l<n, 
c k(A)IAl’ #Dforl”n* 9cAgs 1 
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5. Geometries: The weak k-weight and the connectivity 
As mentioned in Section 2, we must define vertices for a geomelry 
to extend the definition of connectivity of a graph to a geometry. For 
a graphic geometry we do this as follows: 
Let H be any connected graph and let G(S) be the (graphic) geometry 
associated with H. If u is a vertex of ff , then all those edge; of H which 
are incident with u form a subgraph of If, and there is a subgeometry of 
G(S) corresponding to this subgraph. We call the set of all such sub 
geometries the vertex set V(S) of G(S) and write u(S) = I V(S)I. We note 
that if we exclude the graph consisting of one edge from the definition, 
all vertices in V(S) are distinct zs sets and that u(S) = u(H ). 
Clearly, for graphs with no multi-edges: 
(i) If ul, u2 E V(S), then either (a) ul n u2 = 0 or (b) ul n ui = u. 
where a is a point of G(S), i.e., a E S. 
(ii) If a E S, then there exists precisely one pair of vertices ttl , u2 E V(S) 
such that uI n uz = Q. 
Also we have: 
(iii) Suppose 0 C S’ C S, 1 hen for every u C V(S) either (a) u n S’ = 0 
or(b) unS’ = u’, where U’E V(S’); for we can think of G(S’) as Lcing 
obtained from G(S) by deletion of points. 
Each point of G(S) corresponds to a line of the underlying graph H, 
so that the graph H’ (corresponding to G(S’)) is obtained from -H by de- 
leting lines and any isolated vertices so formed. Thus the sets in V(S) 
have points deleted from th:m and become sets of V(S’) unless all the 
points in a particular set are deleted. Also the u’ generated by this method 
are all distinct provided G(S’) is not the geometry on one point (corre- 
sponding to the graph with only one edge), and all u’ E US’) are generat- 
ed. 
(iv) If G(S) is l-irreducible, then r(S\u) = r(S) - 1. This is true since 
r(S) = r(H) and, as ff is l-irreducible, deleting a vertex of H reduces its 
rank by one, and hence the same is true of G(S). 
Lemma 5.1. If G(S) is a l-irreducible graphic geometry, then 
(5.1) c 
OEAG S 
k(A) u(A) = -u(S). 
112 3. a@. he proof of a co~i~ture by Baker and Esmm 
Rod, The formula is clearly true when G(S) is the geometry on one 
point. WC assume throughout the rest of this proof that G(S) is not this 
geometry Now, 
by detlnition. let uE V(S). Then 
r(S\u) = - x k(A). 
QEASSb 
Thus 
(5 3) r(S)= -AFs k(A)=- 
We sum (5.3) over all vertices u E V(S): 
(5.4) F r(S) = F r(S\u)-F (czs k(A) - 
,4 nu#B 
Now consider a term in 
arising from a particular A. Then A n u = u’ E V(A). Summing over u, 
we know that A n u can only be non-null when it becomes identical 
with a vertex of A, so that we obtain a term k(A) for each vertex in V(A). 
Thus 
Hense (5.4) gives 
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WI 
This result is true for any graphic geometry and for any pair of func- 
tions t(S), k(S) obeying a relationship like (5.2). The reader should 
note ths similarity between (5.5) and (3.5): in (3.5j, E is an element of 
S, and in (5.5) u is a subset of S. In (KS), the summation over u ranges 
over particular subsets of S, not all of them. 




lemma 5.2. Suppose G(S) is a I -reducible geomefry. Then for ull T, 
T’ESsuch that TnT’=9, T# 9, T’# 9,andr(T)+r(T’)=r(S)(therc 
is at least one such pair T, T’ since G(S) is I-reducible) and for any 
A E T, B E T’. A # 9, B # 9, 
’ (5.6) r(A)+r(B)=r(A U B). 
The purpose of this lemma is to show that if G(S) is l-reducible (and 
thus has more than one block), any subgeometry of G(S) containing 
points from more than one block of G(S) is also I reducible. 
Roof. We will first show that for any T, T’ satisfying the above condi- 
tions, 
r(Tkr(T\e) = r(S) - r(S\e) 
for all eE T. Clearly, r(T) - I Q r(T\e) < r(T). 
(i) Suppose r( Tie) = r( 77 - I. Then 
r(Sk) = r(T u (T\e)) 5 r(T) + r(T\e) = r(T’) f r(T) - i = r(S) - 1 
Hence 
r(S\e) <_ r(S)- I. 
114 S. Chiy, me proof of tz co@mWe by Baker and Esmm 
But clearly t(SW I r(S) - 1, so 
r(S\e) = r(S) - I, 
Thus 
I = r(Tl-r(?le) = r(S)-Me) 
as required. 
(ii) Suppose r(7Ie) = r(T). Then T\e = ?-by the definition of rank, 
where T denotes the closure of T (see [ 31). Now 




Tie G S\e , 
TCLG. 
Nowee TE F, thus 
eES\c?. 
Now certainly S\e 5 S&?, so 
S=(S\e)Ue~S\e. 
But G(S) is the whole geometry, so that S\e _C S; hence 
S=S\e, 
r(S\e) = r(S). 
Thus 
r(T)--r(T\e) = 0 = r(S)-r(S\e) 
as required. 
Now we can prove the lemma when A = ne, B -: T’ since 
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r(A)+r(B) = r(7k)+r(T’) = r(T)-rQ+r@w+r(T’) = r(S\c) 
= r(A u B). 
It is now a simple matter to proceed by induction and prove the rcnult 
for any non-empty sets A C_ T. B C_ T’. 
Lemma 5.3. ff G(S) is a graphic geometry with b(S) blocks, then 
(5.7) c 
QCASS 
k(A) r(A) = -b(S). 
Roof. Clearly for a graphic geometry r(S) = u(S) - 1 since u is delined in 
terms of the underlying graph. Thus Lemma 5. I gives 
AF; k(A)r(A) = A& k(A) u(A)-~F~ k(A) = -W)+~W 
- 
=-- 1 
for any l-irreducible geometry. Thus the result is true if the geometry 
is l-irreducible. Suppose G(S) is l-reducible. Then G(S) has disjoint 
blocks A,, . . . . A, such that .4, is l-irreducible, I = 1, . . . . n, and 
Now 
(5 .w c k(A)r(A) = c k(A) r(A) 
OSASs gcAE iAAi 
= c k(A)r(A:,+& k(A)r(A)+...+ _c C(A)r(A) 
OEAEAl !%AEA, 
(Since if A had points from more than one block, Lemma 5.2 shows 
that A would be I-reduzible and thus k(A) would be zero.) Eq. (5.8) 
gives 
,& &WA)=;~l ,=FCA ktA)r(A)=&l)= -n=-b(S), 
- -i 
since A, is l-irreducible, i = 1, . . . . n. 
I16 S. cordy, IRe pmof of a con/ect~re by Baker and Esrom 
~IIUM 5.4. ff G(s) Is u graphic geometry which is I-frreducible for 
151~n,then 
Roof, We assunze (5.9) is true for n = m 2 1. Then 
if G(S) is I-irreducible for 1 *: 15 m. Let 
for any graphic geometry G(S). Suppose G(S) is I-irreducible for 
1 *;l<m+ l.Then 
so that 
(5.11) u(S)C,Q=CCm(S\U)+)c~~s k(A) [U(A)lm+’ 
” 
using the same argument as used in Lemma 5.1. Now since G(S) is I-ir- 
rcducib!e for 1 5 15 m + 1, (5.10) implies Cm Q = -u(S). Also S\u 
must be l-irreducible for 1 <_ 15 m. Thus (5.10) implies 
cm Wu) = -u(S\u) = -u(s) + 1. 
Therefore (5.11) implies 
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and hence the lemma is true for n = m + 1. Lemma 5.1 shows that it is 
true for n = I, and thus it is true for all n. 
It will be observed that the proof of this lemma followed the proof 
of Lemma 4.2 quite closely. 
Corollary 54.1. If G(S) is graphic and I-irreducible for I 5 I < w, then 
(5.12) C 
QSA 5s 
k(A) [u(A)]’ = -u(S) for 1 5 II n. 
The following lemma can be proved analogously to Lemma 4.3. 
lemma 5.5. Zf C(S) is graphic and I-irreducr’ble for I 5 I < n and is n- 
reducible, then 
Corollary 5.5.1. If G(S) is graphic and l-irreducible for 1 5 I < rl and n- 
reducible. then 
(5.14) 
PC.GsS k(A)‘u(A)1’ 1 
=-u(S) for 1 <l<n, 
#-u(S) forl=n, 
From the definition of connectivity, one can restate this corollary as: 




(ii) n = u(S)- 1 and 
111 S. Ccrrdy, The pmof of a conjecture by &ker and Easam 
6. Ckometries: ‘lie strong K-weight a Rd the connectivity 
Now that we have introduced the concept of a vertex of a graphic 
geometry, we can define the strong K-weight for graphic geometries. 
For a graph G. the strong K-weight is defined by 
(6.1) =_& K(C*) = -r(G), 
where the sum is over all connected section graphs of G, not including 
graphs consisting of a single isolated vertex (see [41). Thus we define 
K(S) for a graphic geometry G(S) by 
(6.2) A*& MA *I = - @!, 
where the sum is over all geometries G(A *) obtained fron? G(S) by de 
leting a subset of the set of vertices of G(S). 
Lemma 6.1. If G(S) is a I-&educible graphic geometry. then 
(6.3) A .& KC4 *) u(A *? = -u(S). 
Proof. This follows analogously to the proofs of the preceding sections. 
For a given vertex u of G(S), 
r(S\u) = .- A*g\u K(A*) *
Thus 
(6.4) r(S) = - As, KU*) =-A,,&U K(A*) -& KU*) 
unA** Q 
= r(S\u) - A& W*). 
vnA’# ‘J 
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Summing (6.4) over all vertices of G(S) @es 
K 
(6.5) 
using a similar argument to that used in Lemma 5. I. Now 16.5) is Irue 
for any graphic geometry G(S). If G(S) is I -irreducible we have seen 
that r(S\v) = r(S) - I. Thus 
A & KU 9 NA 3 = - u(S) 
as required. 
Lemma 6.2. If G(S) is a graphic geometry which is I-irreduclblc for 
15 I<n. then 
(6.6) c J&4*) [u(A”)l” --u(S). 
A*CS 
The proof of this follows exactly that of Lemma 5.4. The following 
are proved in an analogous way to their counterparts in Section 5. 
Lemma 6.3. If G(S) is a graphic geometry which is l-irreducible for 
1 < I< n and n-reducible, then 
’ K(A *) IutA *)I ’ 
> -u(S) if n is even. 
A’GS ,< -u(S) if n is odd, 
Hence : 
Theorem 6.4. A graphic geometry G(S) has connectivit,y n if and only 
if either 
(i) n < u(S) -- 1 and 
AZ, K(A*)[u(A*)l’ 
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(ii) n = uw - I and 
,,qs #(A+) [I@*)]~ = -W)jbr 15 I< n. 
._ 
7. Gfaphs: the corresponding nsulta 
Due to the correspondence between graphs and geometries, all the re 
suits of Sections 4-6 imply analogous results for graphs. 
We stctc here the main results in the usual graph theory notation. 
Lemma 7.111 For ony graph G with l(G) isthmuses, 
(7.1) Cg; NC) e(c) = --NW, 
__ 
where the sum is over all connected subgrophs C of G, and e(C) is the 
number of edges of C. 
We note that (4.4) merely implies that this is true for connected 
graphs with no multi-edges. The result is clearly true for disconnected 
graphs as can be seen by splitting the sum over G into sums over each 
component. That it is also true for graphs with multi-edges is best seen 
by proving (7.1) directly for graphs following the proof of (4.4), using 
(3.5) and taking into account the ,possibility of multi-edges. Lemma 
7.2 can also be extended in this way to include all graphs. 
Theorem 7.1. A connected graph G has cohesion n ifond only if 
(7.2) cg k(C) ‘e(o1’ ( = 0 for 1 5 I< n. #0 for I = n, 
Lemma 7.2. If a graph G has b(G) blocks, then 
(7.3) c 
cl: G 
k(C) r(c) = -b(G) , 
where on isolated vertex is not counted u a block. 
This result was first conjectured by Baker and E%sam [ I I 
Ihtorem 7.2. A connected grqh G ha,r mnnacltvlty n tf am/ orrtr rf 
either 
(i) n < u(G) - I and 
=O for I I/<n, 
or (ii) n = u(G) - 1 and 
,5;, k(C) [u(C)]’ = Ofor 1 5 I C n. 
[Note that the -u(G) which would appear on the tight-hand side of 
these equations has been athsorbed into the sum on the left-hand tide 
which includes the case when C is an isolated veflex; this occurs u(G;l 
times with k(C) = 1. (The same applies to Theorem 7.3.) In Theorem 
5.6, the sum over subgeometries could not contain a term from a geom- 
etry with one vertex as one does not exist. J
Theorem 7.3. A connected graph G bus connectivity II if und r~tily if 
either 
(i) n < u(G)- 1 and 
or(ii)n =u(G)- I and 
ceqG K(P) [u(P)]' = Ofor I 5 I < n, 
where the sums are over aN connected section graphs of C;. 
The sceptical reader may care to prove these results (especially Lemm;j 
7.2 and Theorems 7.2 and 7.3) using (3.9, without reference to geomet, 
ries. We remark that since (3.5) is valid when S is tt.e set of vertices af 
a graph, Lemma 7.2 and Theorems 7.2 ao J 7.3 can be praved directly us- 
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ing (3.5) in an analogous manner to that used in proving (4.1) and (4.4), 
etc. 
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